We prove a near optimal round-communication tradeoff for the two-party quantum communication complexity of disjointness. For protocols with r rounds, we prove a lower bound of Omega(n/r) on the communication required for computing disjointness of input size n, which is optimal up to logarithmic factors. The previous best lower bound was Omega(n/rˆ2) due to Jain, Radhakrishnan and Sen. Along the way, we develop several tools for quantum information complexity, one of which is a lower bound for quantum information complexity in terms of the generalized discrepancy method. As a corollary, we get that the quantum communication complexity of any boolean function f is at most 2ˆO(QIC(f)), where QIC(f) is the prior-free quantum information complexity of f (with error 1/3).
I. INTRODUCTION
We prove near-optimal bounds on the bounded-round quantum communication complexity of disjointness. Quantum communication complexity, introduced by Yao [Yao93] , studies the amount of quantum communication that two parties, Alice and Bob, need to exchange in order to compute a function (usually boolean) of their private inputs. It is the natural quantum extension of classical communication complexity [Yao79] . While the inputs are classical and the end result is classical, the players are allowed to use quantum resources while communicating. The motivation for the introduction of quantum communication was to study questions in quantum computation. For example, in [Yao93] , Yao used it to prove that the majority function does not have any linear size quantum formulas.
While quantum communication (with entanglement) offers only a factor of 2 savings when transmitting n bits of classical information [Hol73] , [BW92] , [CvDNT98] , it can still offer super-constant savings (and sometimes exponential) in communication if the goal is just to compute a boolean function of the inputs. For total boolean functions, the best-known separation between classical and quantum communication is quadratic, for the disjointness function [KS92] , [Raz92] , [Gro96] , [BCW98] . It is, in fact, a major open problem whether classical and quantum communication are polynomially related for all total boolean functions. For partial functions, exponential separations are known even between one-way quantum communication and arbitrary classical communication [Raz99] , [KR11] .
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was later improved to O( √ n) in [AA03] . The protocols attaining this upper bound are very interactive and require Θ( √ n) rounds of interaction. The O( √ n) upper bound on the quantum communication complexity of disjointness has been shown to be tight in [Raz02] .
If we restrict the players to allow only r rounds of interaction, then it is not hard to use the O( √ n) protocol discussed above as a black-box to obtain an O(n/r) communication protocol for n ≥ r 2 . The best known lower bound was Ω(n/r 2 ) [JRS03] . We prove a lower bound ofΩ(n/r), which is optimal up to logarithmic factors: Theorem A. (Theorem V.7, rephrased) The r-round quantum communication complexity of DISJ n is Ω n r log 8 (r) . The analogous result for query complexity of quantum search, an Ω(n/r) lower bound for the number of queries when r sets of nonadaptive queries are allowed, was known before [Zal99] . Our lower bound does not give a new proof of the Ω( √ n) bound on the quantum communication complexity of disjointness [Raz02] since our proof uses that lower bound (in fact we use something much stronger, a strengthening of the strong direct product theorem for disjointness [KSDW04] due to [She12] ).
There is a rich history of papers studying lower bounds on bounded-round communication complexity, for example for the pointer jumping problem [NW93] , [PRV01] , [Kla98] , [KNTSZ01] , for sparse set disjointness [ST13] , for equality [BCK14] and several other examples [JRS02b] , [JRS02a] . Most of these lower bounds are proven via a round elimination strategy: show that an r-round protocol can be converted into an (r − 1)-round protocol without too much increase in communication cost and error; arrive at contradition by obtaining a too-good-to-be-true 1-round or 0-round protocol. Even the result of [JRS03] can be viewed as round elimination on quantum information complexity of the 2-bit AND. Despite substantial effort, obtaining the optimal Ω(1/r) lower bound on the r-round quantum information complexity of AND via round elimination has remained elusive. We prove: Theorem B. (Corollary V.6, rephrased) The r-round quantum information complexity of AND with prior 1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 0 is Ω 1 r log 8 (r) . As discussed below, we obtain this result by using existing lower bounds for the communication complexity of quantum disjointness. A direct proof of a quantum information complexity lower bound for the 2-bit AND remains an intriguing open problem. In light of the fact that disjointness has a sublinear quantum communication complexity, it is not surprising that the quantum information complexity of AND vanishes with the number of rounds. This phenomenon is closely related to the Elitzur-Vaidman bomb tester [EV93] , which gives a sequence of quantum measurements that allows one to test whether a bomb is loaded without detonating it. The loss of the protocol (i.e. the probability that the bomb will explode -which loosely corresponds to the amount of information revealed about the bomb) behaves like 1/r, where r is the number of measurements performed.
Our proof relies on the notion of quantum information complexity, defined recently in [Tou15] , where it is used to prove a direct sum theorem for constant round quantum communication. It is harder to manipulate quantum information than in the classical case, and tools that are standard in the classical setting are yet to be developed for the quantum case. However, it could still be useful in proving partial direct sum and direct product theorems, which we know in the classical world [BBCR10] , [BRWY13] . Moreover, a model similar to that of quantum communication complexity is connected to proving SDP extension complexity lower bounds [JSWZ13] . Although the recent breakthrough for SDP lower bounds [LRS15] does not follow this direction, it is likely that a quantum information complexity viewpoint will provide further insights as information complexity has provided in the classical case (LP extension complexity) [BM13] , [BP13] . Further development of tools for quantum communication and information complexity is likely to further the SDP extension complexity program.
We also prove that for all boolean functions, prior-free quantum information complexity is lower bounded by the generalized discrepancy method: Theorem C. (Theorem IV.7, rephrased) For any boolean function f and a sufficiently small constant error η > 0, the prior-free quantum information complexity of f with error η is lower bounded by the generalized discrepancy bound for f .
Previously no lower bounds were known on the quantum information complexity of general boolean functions. Our proof relies on the strong direct product theorem for quantum communication complexity in terms of the generalized discrepancy method [She12] . Note that in the classical setting such a result can be proven directly using zero-communication protocols [KLL + 12] . It remains to be seen whether such a direct proof can be obtained in the quantum setting.
As a corollary we also get that the quantum communication complexity of any boolean function is at most exponential in the prior-free quantum information complexity. Note that the classical analogue of this is proven via a compression argument [Bra12] , but we prove this via an indirect argument. It would be interesting to prove this directly via a quantum compression argument.
II. PROOF OVERVIEW AND DISCUSSION
High-level strategy.: At a high-level, the proof builds on the connection between quantum information complexity and quantum communication complexity of the disjointness function DISJ m with various values of m. There are two parts to the proof: 1) Suppose there is a r-round quantum protocol for disjointness of input size n ≥ r 2 with communication cost n r·polylog (r) . Then there exists a protocol for disjointness of input size r 2 with quantum information cost ≤ o(r). 2) Lower bound on quantum information complexity of disjointness: we prove that the (prior-free) quantum information complexity of any boolean function is lower bounded by the generalized discrepancy method, which by results in [She07] implies that quantum information complexity of disjointness with input size r 2 is Ω(r). Note that these two steps imply a lower bound on the bounded round quantum communication complexity of disjointness. Also the above statements are about computation with some constant error (say 1/3).
Both directions are proven via a connection between the information complexity of a problem and its communication complexity. In one direction, a protocol for a large sized disjointness can be converted into a low-information protocol for a smaller size disjointness. Using the converse direction of the connection, a low-information protocol for DISJ r 2 leads to a protocol for many copies of the problem that violate known direct product results. The former connection has been at the heart of many classical lower bounds involving information complexity [BYJKS04] , [BGPW13a] . The latter connection (deriving information complexity lower bound from known communication lower bound on an "amortized" version of the problem) has been previously explored in the classical setting by [BGPW13b] .
Let us start by giving a high level overview of the first step. If there is a r-round quantum protocol for disjointness of input size n with communication cost n r·polylog(r) and 1/3 probability of error, then by a direct sum argument in [Tou15] , there exists a r-round quantum protocol π for AND with 1/3 probability of error (for a worst case input) and quantum information cost ≤ 1 r·polylog(r) w.r.t any distribution μ s.t. μ(1, 1) = 0. Now we want to use π to obtain a low information protocol for disjointness of size r 2 . One can imagine if we run π on each coordinate of the disjointness instance, we get an r-round protocol τ of information cost ≤ r polylog(r) and also it solves disjointness with small error (assuming we first amplify the error of π to 1/r 3 losing a log factor in information cost). However, the issue is that information cost of τ is low only w.r.t. distributions ν supported on disjoint pairs of sets. The information cost of τ may increase dramatically when it is run on a pair of sets with many intersections. To deal with this we use a trick used in [BGPW13a] .
Note that if there are too many intersections in a disjointness instance, then the players can just subsample some of the coordinates and check for an intersection in those coordinates. Hence we can assume wlog that the intersection size in a typical input distributed according to ν is small. This means that if we look at a typical coordinate i, the marginal distribution ν i has small mass on (1, 1). And in this case, we can run π on each coordinate. The only thing left to understand is: how does the information cost of π change if we place a small mass, say w, on (1, 1)? The answer to this turns out to be r · H(w), where π has r-rounds. Note that this is in contrast to the classical case, where the answer would be just H(w). Later we will give an example of a quantum protocol for AND whose information cost does go up by r · H(w). Also this is the only place where we use the fact that the protocol we started with had only r rounds. Such a dependence is necessary here, since an Ω(n/r) lower bound for general (non-r-round) protocols would violate the O( √ n) upper bound.
For the second step, we use compression along with a strong direct product theorem for quantum communication complexity of f in terms of the generalized discrepancy lower bound GDM 1/5 (f ) due to Sherstov [She12] . It says that to compute k copies of a boolean function f with success probability 2 −Ω(k) , it requires at least k·GDM 1/5 (f ) qubits of communication (with arbitrary amount of entanglement). Note that a strong direct product theorem for quantum communication complexity of disjointness was already known [KSDW04] , but we need a stronger version for our proof which shows that even computing a large fraction of the copies is hard and Sherstov's result also holds in this case 1 .
Suppose there is a protocol π for a function f with quantum information cost ≤ I w.r.t a distribution μ and probability of error ≤ , then by quantum information equals amortized communication [Tou15] , we get a protocol π k for f k which computes at least (1 − 2 )k coordinates correctly with probability ≥ 0.99 (w.r.t. μ k ) and QCC(π k ) ≤ k · I + o(k). To apply Sherstov's theorem, we need such a protocol which works for worst case inputs. We show how to obtain such a worst case to average case reduction, whence applying Sherstov's result gives us the lower bound on information complexity.
Discussion and open problems
In its entirety our proof shows how from a r-round protocol for disjointness, one can obtain a protocol for k copies of disjointness of size r 2 . But to achieve this reduction, we have to move to information complexity, since the number of rounds r only comes up in an information theoretic context in our proof.
Thus the reduction structure of the proof is communication→information→communication, with the latter communication problem having a known lower bound. Lower bounds for disjointness in the classical setting [BYJKS04] , [BGPW13a] only do a reduction of the form communication → information, with an information complexity lower bound on the resulting problem proven directly.
Open Problem II.1. Give a direct proof of a lower bound for the information complexity of DISJ r 2 .
One possible attack route would be along the lines of the proof for the classical case using zerocommunication protocols [KLL + 12] . In the past, techniques developed for two-party quantum communication, e.g. the pattern matrix method [She07] , turned out to be useful for multiparty number-on-forehead communication [CA08] , [She14] . It could be that techniques developed for quantum information also result in similar progress.
Another natural question is whether the lower bound on the information complexity of AND can be proved using a direct argument:
Even though efforts since [JRS03] to-date have been unsuccessful, it still could be possible to directly obtain Theorem B via round elimination or other techniques and that would be really interesting, since it would also yield a new proof of the lower bound for quantum communication complexity of disjointness [Raz02] , [She07] . The recent breakthrough results in lower bounding conditional quantum mutual information [FR14] , [BHOS14] , [BT15] should be relevant.
More generally, our understanding of the relationship between quantum information and communication complexity is in its early stages of development. Questions of interactive protocol compression occupy a central position in understanding the connection between classical information and communication complexity [BBCR10] , [Bra12] , [GKR14] . In particular, [BBCR10] shows that a protocol π with information cost I and communication cost C can be compressed into a protocol with communication costÕ(
. It remains open whether this (or an analagous) fact is true in the quantum setting:
Open Problem II.3. Given a quantum protocol π over a distribution μ of inputs whose communication cost is C and whose quantum information cost is I, can π be simulated (with a small error) using a quantum protocol π whose communication cost isÕ( √ I · C)?
III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Quantum Information Theory
We only consider finite-dimensional registers. The measure of distance that we use is the trace distance between quantum states. The measure of information that we use is the von Neumann entropy H(A) ρ of a state ρ, and a corresponding conditional mutual information I(A : B|C) σ for a tripartite state σ on systems A, B, C. We use various properties of conditional mutual information for quantum systems: the fact that it is non-negative, satisfies a data processing inequality, an additivity property on product states, and that conditioning on a classical register corresponds to taking a classical average. We refer the reader to [Wat13] , [Wil13] for quantum information theoretic quantities used throughout this paper. (A brief introduction is included in the full version of the paper)
B. Quantum Communication Model
We consider the standard model for quantum communication complexity with unlimited entanglement. We refer the reader to [dW02] for detailed definitions and facts. (A brief introduction is included in the full version)
C. Quantum Information Complexity
We use the notion of quantum information complexity as defined in [Tou15] . The register R is the purification register, invariant throughout the protocol since we consider local isometric processing. Note that, as noted before when considering a R 1 R 2 partition for R, for classical input distributions, the purification register can be thought of as containing a (quantum) copy of the classical input. The definition is however invariant under the choice of R and corresponding purification.
Definition III.1. For a protocol Π and a state ρ with purification held in system R, we define the quantum information cost of Π on input ρ as
and a number of round r, we define the -error quantum information complexity of T on input μ as
and the r-round, -error quantum information complexity of T on input μ as
The following properties of quantum information cost and complexity were proved in Ref. [Tou15] .
Lemma III.3. For any protocol Π and input distribution μ, the following holds:
, an input distribution μ on X × Y , an error parameter ∈ [0, 1] and a number of round r, the following holds:
D. Generalized Discrepancy Method
Generalized discrepancy method, also known as smooth discrepancy method, is one of the strongest methods for proving lower bounds for quantum communication.
Definition III.5. Let f : X × Y → {0, 1} be a boolean function. The δ-generalized discrepancy bound of f , denoted by GDM δ (f ), is defined as:
Theorem III.6 ([She12]). Let sh > 0 be a small enough absolute constant. Then for any boolean function f , the following communication problem requires Ω(nGDM 1/5 (f )) qubits of communication (with arbitrary entanglement): Solving with probability 2 − sh n , at least (1 − sh )n among n instances of f .
The disjointness function is defined as follows: for x, y ∈ {0, 1} n × {0, 1} n , DISJ n (x, y) = 1 if for all i ∈ [n], x i ∧ y i = 0, and 0 otherwise. We will need the following theorem.
Here the probability is both over the distribution μ k and the randomness of protocol (which includes the randomness due to quantum measurements). We don't require the protocol to declare which coordinates were computed correctly.
The following lemma is an easy consequence of quantum information equals amortized communication [Tou15] .
B. Average case to worst case
In this section, we prove the following lemma which turns a protocol for average case input to a protocol for worst case input.
is an arbitrary boolean function. Let k ≥ 2 5n and > 10k −0.005 . Assume for any product input distribution μ k , there exists a protocol π μ k with QCC π μ k ≤ l that computes at least (1 − α) k coordinates of f k n correctly with probability at least γ. Then there exists a protocol τ s.t. for any input ((x 1 , · · · , x k ), (y 1 , · · · , y k )), for any integer c ≥ 3 and constant > 0, τ computes at least 1 − 2 −c/2 − cα k coordinates of f k n correctly with probability at
Proof: In this lemma, we want to construct a protocol τ which works for an arbitrary input based on protocols which work on product input distributions (product across coordinates). The main idea of the proof is that corresponding to any input ((x 1 , ..., x k ), (y 1 , ..., y k )) (x i and y i are inputs of a f n instance and have n bits), we can associate a μ, which is the empirical distribution:
So it makes sense to construct τ from π μ k . The players can simulate μ k by sampling independent coordinates from their input (with replacement). However the issue is that the players don't know μ, so they have no idea what π μ k is. So in the actual protocol Alice and Bob will first sample some coordinates to get an estimateμ of μ and then run protocol πμk. The protocol τ is described in Protocol 1. Now let's analyze this protocol. We first need the following two lemmas to show how to get an estimatẽ μ of μ.
Inputs: (x 1 , . . . , x k ) and (y 1 , . . . , y k ) 1) Get an estimateμ of μ.
2) Alice and Bob use shared randomness to obtain random independent samples from [k], j 1 , . . . , j ck . Run the protocol πμk c times. In the t th iteration, the protocol is run on inputs (x j (t−1)k+1 , . . . , x j tk ), (y j (t−1)k+1 , . . . , y j tk ). In the process we obtain answers for various coordinates (some of the coordinates will be sampled multiple times and we will obtain multiple answers for them). 3) If a coordinate was sampled in the previous step, output the answer πμk gave for it. If they got multiple results on one coordinate, they will output the first one. If a coordinate was not sampled, output 0 on that coordinate. , they showed that to compute the disjointness between two inputs of length k, the quantum communication complexity is O( √ k log k). The corresponding protocol has constant error rate and will find one intersection place. We will use this protocol to solve our problem by the following reduction. For each input (x i , y i ), we set a i = 1 x i =x and b i = 1 y i =y . Then finding (x, y) in the input is just like finding intersection between a = (a 1 , ..., a k ) and b = (b 1 , ..., b k ). Protocol 2 shows how to finish the task described in the lemma. 1) Set a and b as we just described. Set cnt = 0. 2) Do the following step c 1 · k 0.02 times, c 1 is some constant to be figured out in the proof: 3) Use protocol for DISJ in [BCW98] to find the intersection between a and b, let it be at place j, Alice and Bob communicate 2 bits to check if a j = b j = 1. If it is true, then set cnt = cnt + 1, a j = 0, b j = 0.
Protocol 2: Protocol count
Let's analyze this protocol. First its quantum communication cost is clear to be O(k 0.52 log k) as the DISJ protocol has quantum communication cost O( √ k log k). Then for each repeat of step 3, if the DISJ protocol gives wrong answer, we will not do anything. And if the DISJ protocol gives the correct intersection, the counter will be increased by one and the intersection place will be removed and we can find other intersections. Thus we only have to show with probability at least 1 − 1/k, DISJ protocol gives a correct answer for at least k 0.02 times. Assume the DISJ protocol succeeds with some constant probability p. Let Cr denote the random variable for the number of correct answers DISJ protocol gives. We know E[Cr] = p · c 1 · k 0.02 . By the additive Chernoff bound, the probability that DISJ protocol give a correct answer for at least k 0.02 times is
By picking c 1 properly, for example c 1 = 2/p, we get Pr[Cr ≥ k 0.02 ] ≥ 1 − 1/k. Lemma IV.5. Let > 10k −0.005 be some constant. After communicating O k 0.99 · n + 2 2n · k 0.52 log k bits, with probability at least 1/2, Alice and Bob agree on someμ, such that for any (x, y),μ (x,y) μ(x,y) < 1+ . Proof: We use the following protocol to estimate μ:
Inputs: (x 1 , . . . , x k ) and (y 1 , . . . , y k ) 1) Sample the coordinates randomly k 0.99 times using public randomness (with replacement). Alice and Bob exchange their input for these coordinates. For each (x, y) ∈ {0, 1} n × {0, 1} n , count the number of times it appears in these coordinates and denote the count by c 1 (x, y) . 2) For all (x, y), use Lemma IV.4 to count the number of times (x, y) appears in the input and denote the count obtained by c 2 (x, y) . 3) We combine c 1 and c 2 as c 3 . For each (x, y) Then let's consider the following events:
2) For any (x, y), the protocol described in Lemma IV.4 does not fail. If these two events happen, then we know that |c
Finally, we only have to make sure that these two events happen with probability at least 1/2. For the first event, by the multiplicative Chernoff bound and union bound, it does not happen with probability
For the second event, by Lemma IV.4 and the union bound, it does not happen with probability at most 2 2n · 1 k < 1/4. Thus these two events happen with probability at least 1/2. Let's consider the communication cost of τ . For the first step, the cost is O k 0.99 · n + 2 2n · k 0.52 log k = o (k). For the second step, the quantum communication complexity is at most c · l. For the third step, the cost is 0. Therefore QCC (τ ) ≤ c · l + o (k). Let's say that the protocol τ succeeds when the following things happen: 1) For all (x, y),μ (x,y) μ(x,y) < 1 + . 2) The c runs of protocol πμk in step 2 of protocol τ all compute at least (1 − α) k coordinates correctly. 3) Number of i ∈ [k] such that the coordinate i is not sampled in step 2 of protocol τ is at most 2 −c/2 k. If τ succeeds, then it computes at least 1 − 2 −c/2 − cα k coordinates correctly. This is because errors come from two possible ways: 1) Some coordinates are not sampled. When τ succeeds, the number of coordinates that are not sampled is at most 2 −c/2 k. 2) Some coordinates' results are wrong in step 2. When τ succeeds, the number of errors from step 2 is at most αck. Finally, let's analyze the success probability of protocol τ . Let's analyze step by step: 1) For step one, by Lemma IV.5, it is clear that we succeed with probability 1/2. 2) For step two, first we know that when running πμk on distributionμ k , we succeed with probability at least γ. And since we have for any (x, y),μ (x,y) μ(x,y) < 1 + , if we run πμk on distribution μ k , the success probability will be at least γ (1+ ) k . When running this protocol c times independently, the success probability will be at least
Note that when we sample coordinates independently at random, the distribution we induce is μ k .
3) It is only left to analyze the probability that number of coordinates not sampled in step 2 of protocol τ is at least 2 −c/2 k. For each coordinate i, define s i to be the random variable that indicates whether coordinate i is sampled or not (1 means not sampled and 0 means sampled 
Since all the s i 's are negatively correlated, by Chernoff bound for negatively correlated random variables, for example see [DP] , we have that the failure probability
The second inequality holds for all c ≥ 3. Notice that the event that we err in the first step is independent from the event that we err in the second step. So the success probability of τ is at least
C. Lower bound on QIC
Definition IV.6. The quantum information complexity of a relation T with error ∈ [0, 1] is
where T (T, ) is the set of all protocols that solve T with error ≤ for every input. Proof: Let η > 0 be a sufficiently small constant to be fixed later. Suppose max μ QIC(f, μ, η) = I. We will show that for sufficiently large k, it holds that
from which the theorem follows from Theorem III.6.
By definition, for all μ, there exists a protocol Π μ for f s.t. QIC(Π μ , μ) ≤ I + 1 and error ≤ η w.r.t μ. By lemma IV.2, for sufficiently large k, there exists a protocol Π k,μ, s.t. QCC(Π k,μ, ) ≤ k(I + 2) and
Here the probability is over the distribution μ k and the randomness of the protocol. Choose k large enough and small enough so that 1 − e −2η 2 k − ≥ 0.9. Then by lemma IV.3, for any integer c > 0, any constant > 0, there exists a protocol τ s.t.
Pr[τ computes ≥ (1 − 2 −c/2 − 2cη)k coordinates correctly (on any input (x 1 , . . . , x k , y 1 , . . . , y k 
Here the randomness is only over the randomness of the protocol. Also QCC(τ ) ≤ c · k · (I + 2) + o(k). Choose c = 2 log 2 sh . Also choose η = sh 4c . Then
The last inequality is true for sufficiently large k. Now choose = 4 sh /100c. Then since
we get that 1 2
The second inequality holds for sufficiently large k. Hence QCC(τ ) ≤ c · k · (I + 2) + o(k) and
Pr[τ computes ≥ (1 − sh )k coordinates correctly (on any input (x 1 , . . . , x k , y 1 , . . . , y k ))]
Corollary IV.8. For all boolean functions f ,
Proof: We will use the following folklore result:
where R(f, 1/3) is the (public-coin) randomized communication complexity of f with error 1/3 and disc(f ) = min μ disc μ (f ). See, for example, exercise 3.32 in [KN97] . This implies
By standard error amplification techniques, we also get the result of the corollary.
V. FROM DISJ TO AND AND BACK
In this section, we list the relation between information cost of AND and DISJ, which leads to the main result of this paper. For full proof of lemmas, refer to the full version of this paper.
in which the maximum ranges over all μ 0 satisfying μ 0 (1, 1) = 0 and T r (AN D, ) is the set of all r-round protocols that solve AN D with error ≤ for every input.
First, we show that if there is a r-round low communication protocol for DISJ, that can be used to generate a low information protocol for AND:
QCC r (DISJ n , 1/3) ≥ n · QIC r 0 (AN D, 1/3) Proof sketch. The proof follows from standard direct sum argument [Tou15] and a minimax argument. The minimax theorem proves equivalence between two natural notions of prior-free quantum information complexity and is the quantum analogue of a minimax theorem in [Bra12] . The proof is included in the full version. Also, we show that if there is a low information protocol for AND, that can be used to generate a low information protocol for DISJ:
Proof: Let QIC r 0 (AN D, 1/n 2 ) = I. Suppose π is a protocol for AND which has error ≤ 1/n 2 for all inputs and s.t. max μ s.t. μ(1, 1) = 0 QIC(π, μ) ≤ I + δ, for arbitrary small δ. Using π, we will construct a protocol for DISJ n . The protocol will have low information cost w.r.t. any distribution ν. Suppose τ k is a quantum protocol for DISJ k that has worst case error ≤ 1/k 10 and communication cost O( √ k log(k)). For example, use the protocol from [AA03] and amplify the error to 1/k 10 . We'll drop the subscript k when it is clear from the context. Consider the protocol π n described as Protocol 4.
Inputs: (x, y) ∈ {0, 1} n × {0, 1} n , (x, y) ∼ ν Goal: check if DISJ n (x, y) = 1 or not.
1) Alice and Bob share a maximally entangled state φ S A S B S that will serve as shared randomness in order to sample uniformly at random n/ log 3 (n) coordinates from [n] (with replacement). Alice has the register S A and Bob has S B . 2) On the random coordinates, run τ . Suppose O A is the output register for Alice and O B is the output register for Bob. Note that all this can be implemented using unitaries. Also note either
, then run π on each coordinate. If π outputs 1 on any coordinate, then output 0, otherwise output 1. If O A = O B = 0, Alice and Bob will keep running a dummy protocol (for example keep exchanging a freshly prepared register |0 of dimension same as to be sent in π n in the corresponding step). In the end they output 0.
Protocol 4: Subsampling Protocol π n
We'll denote the protocol in which π is run independently on each coordinate by π n . First lets analyze the error of the protocol π n . Suppose (x, y) were disjoint. Then probability that we output 0 because of τ is at most log 30 (n)/n 10 ≤ 1/n. And the probability that we output 0 because of π n is at most n/n 2 = 1/n because of union bound. So error in this case ≤ 2/n. If the sets were intersecting, even if we don't output 0 because of τ , we will output 0 because of π n w.p. at least 1 − 1/n 2 (because on the intersecting coordinate, 1/n 2 is the probability of failure). So in both cases, probability of error ≤ 2/n. Now lets figure out the information cost of π n . For running τ , we just bound the information cost by communication cost, which is at most √ n/ log(n) = o( √ n). The interesting part is what happens after τ . Lets look at the state of Alice and Bob after τ is over. Alice holds the registers A τ , O A , S A , where A τ is what is left behind with Alice after τ , O A is Alice's output register for τ and S A is the entanglement register which acts as shared randomness. Similarly Bob holds B τ , O B , S B . After running i steps of π n (just before the (i + 1) th message is transmitted), Alice and Bob hold registers A i+1 and B i+1 respectively, with C i+1 (the register to be sent next) with Alice if i even and with Bob if i odd. Note that the number of rounds of π is r. Then the information cost of step 3 is:
The first two inequalities are by properties of mutual information. The first equality is just chain rule. Third inequality follows from the fact that O A , O B are one dimensional systems. The last equality is true because O B is just a copy of O A , so tracing out O B , O A becomes a classical system and also conditioned on O A = 0, the mutual information expressions are 0 since in that case the C i+1 registers are independent of everything else. Now lets analyze the term:
We claim that this is equal to QIC(π n , ν ), where ν is the distribution ν|O A = 1. This follows from the following observations:
would have been if π n was run starting from the distribution ν . This is because π n never touches the registers B τ , S B , A τ , S A . • If |φ R ,A,B,C and |ψ R,A,B,C are two pure states such that Tr R |φ R ,A,B,C = Tr R |ψ R,A,B,C . Then I(C; R |B) φ = I(C; R|B) ψ . Remark V.4. The reader might have noticed that the trick of merging stuff with the purification register and then applying the last observation is used at a lot of places in this paper. This seems to be a very useful trick and seems to replace the classical Proposition 2.9 from [Bra12] .
Putting it all together, we have the following upper bound on information cost of step 3:
Here ν i is the marginal distribution on the i th coordinate and w = n i=1 ν i (1, 1)/n. The above inequalities come from some properties of quantum information complexity. The proof can be found in the full version. + log 30 (n) n 10 · n ≤ e −d/ log 3 (n) · n + log 30 (n) n 9 The second inequality follows because if there are d intersections, then getting no intersection in n/ log 3 (n) uniformly random coordinates is at most the first term. The second term is due to the error of the amplified protocol for disjointness. So for d ≥ 9 ln(2) log 4 (n), Pr[N (X, Y ) = d|O A = 1] ≤ 1/n 8 . Thus Since δ was arbitrary small, this completes the proof. Now consider setting n = r 2 log c r, for some c along with Theorem III.7 and Lemma IV.7. We can actually obtain an upper bound which is better than generalized discrepancy lower bound, which is obviously a contradiction. More formally put, Lemma V.5. For all r, it holds that QIC r 0 (AN D, 1/3) ≥ Ω 1 r · log 8 r .
Proof: We know by Theorem III.7 that GDM 1/5 (DISJ n ) ≥ Ω ( √ n). Hence, by Theorem IV.7, we must have that QIC(DISJ n , 2/n) ≥ Ω( √ n). Putting this together with Lemma V.3 and standard error reduction technique, (i.e. repeating the protocol O(log n) times to reduce to polynomial error) and let r = Θ √ n log 6 n , we have, QIC r 0 (AN D, 1/3) = Ω 1 √ n · log 2 n = Ω 1 r · log 8 r .
Corollary V.6. Let μ * be the distribution such that μ * (0, 0) = 1/3, μ * (0, 1) = 1/3, μ * (1, 0) = 1/3. Then inf Π∈T r (AN D,1/3) QIC(Π, μ * ) = Ω 1 r · log 8 r .
Proof: For any distribution μ 0 such that μ 0 (1, 1) = 0, it is easy to see that μ * can be written as μ * = 1 3 μ 0 + 2 3 μ where μ is some other valid distribution. Using concavity of quantum information cost of a protocol (i.e. E ρ∼ν [QIC(π, ρ)] ≤ QIC(π, E ρ∼ν [ρ])), We have QIC(Π, μ * ) ≥ 1 3 QIC(Π, μ 0 ) + 2 3 QIC(Π, μ ) ≥ 1 3 QIC(Π, μ 0 ).
Then we have QIC(Π, μ * ) ≥ 1 3 max μ 0 ,μ 0 (1,1)=0 QIC(Π, μ 0 ).
Therefore by Lemma V.5, we have inf Π∈T r (AN D,1/3) QIC(Π, μ * ) ≥ 1 3 QIC r 0 (AN D, 1/3) = Ω 1 r · log 8 r .
Finally, lower bound on bounded round quantum information complexity of AND would give a lower bound on bounded round quantum communication of Disjointness:
Theorem V.7. For all r, n ∈ N, QCC r (DISJ n , 1/3) = Ω n r·log 8 r . Proof: Combining Lemma V.2 and Lemma V.5, we get this theorem.
